MAKING IT HAPPEN
How we print competitive edges for you – and much more.
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HIGH
VOLUME?
OR
HIGH
VALUE?
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A print run of 1? Or 1 million?
A key medium or part of multichannel marketing?
Irrespective of what strategy you
pursue in print, our effective combination of highly industrialised print
services, innovative multichannel
solutions and profitable environmental protection allows us to effectively
implement it. This structure opens
up many more and many further
reaching possibilities for you than
can be normally expected from a
printing company.
But then again, we are not „printers“.

We are success boosters.
And this in all your communication
areas. Online. Or even offline.
Our locations are geared to a wide
range of requirements – machine classes, real net output ratios, time-critical
updates, variants, finishing, etc. On the
one hand they are specialists working
and thinking, while on the other hand
all-embracing – thanks to the close
networking with the areas of media,
one-to-one and environment: namely

full service – and that in every respect.
We call this P2B. power2business. So
that you have more production safety,
more adherence to delivery dates, more
budget, more possibilities – in fact, all
possibilities. And are able to exploit the
maximum potential of your project.
Incidentally, this is also true in the areas
of environmental protection and CSR.
The Eversfrank Group is a pioneer in the
field of ecology, offering an enormous
range of “green” printing services. This
way, we can realise your strategy in an
optimal – and simple – manner here too.
After all, 100 % eco-power, for example,
is always included in our products.

Eversfrank Group
in a nutshell:

1,200
28
10
5
employees

companies

locations

countries
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OUR TOP SALES TEAM: Jürgen Salzer-Rahali (Eversfrank Alzey)
Joachim Glowalla (Eversfrank Preetz) · Axel Polei (Eversfrank Meldorf)
Kay Julius Evers (Eversfrank Gruppe) · Torsten Dreke (Eversfrank Berlin)

THE LORDS
OVER
100,000 MILL.

eversfrank.com
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5 production facilities with a 90,000 m2 production area · 19 Rotary printing presses / format classes from 16 to 80 pages / web widths from 31.5 to
264 cm · 5 Sheet-fed presses with up to 9 printing mechanisms · 2 Rotary
digital printing machines / web width from 32 to 51.2 cm

If you convert all the paper we
print at all our locations every
year to DIN-A4 sheets, you arrive
at a really impressive number.
100,000,000,000 pages.
Now that is quite an amount.
And something that we are a
little bit proud of.

Although en masse printing and large
capacities create key benefits, such

Range of services

as adherence to delivery dates and

• Consulting

delivery reliability, this is not, however,

• Prepress

everything: Our techniques, machines

• Sheet offset

and processes are designed so as

• Heatset rotary printing

to be able to master even extremely

(horizontal and vertical)

demanding challenges. Or, as Axel

• Coldset rotary printing

Polei, Managing Director at Eversfrank

• Digital printing

Meldorf, once said:

• Saddle stitching
• Adhesive binding

»Being able to update
article prices 1 hour before
printing and still deliver the
catalogue on time – that‘s
one of our specialities.«

• Supplements and
accompanying booklets
• Gimmicks
• Finishing
• Lettershop
• Logistics and dispatch
• Warehousing
• Green printing services:

Which, of course, is not only true for

e.g. 100 % eco-power,

the production in Meldorf. Alzey, Berlin,

recycled papers,

Neumünster and Preetz are all masters of

CO2 compensation

their craft. No matter whether it is a question of wastage minimisation by highly
personalised advertising material with
the hybrid printing process at Preetz or of
first-class commercial printing, for which
Eversfrank Berlin is famous. „Printing is

sexy“ , as Torsten Dreke, the Managing
Director there, once put it. Yes, it is.
Why that is – at least as far as we are
concerned – and how we achieve it,
we will show you in the pages below.
MAKING IT HAPPEN
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YOUR
PROJECT

In CONSULTING you find
out how best to achieve
your goal.
With workflow and
editorial systems for simple
multichannel production?

With
optimised printing
processes?

From the
area of media expertise
through to printing.

With
one-to-one solutions
for more response?

From the
area of one-to-one expertise
through to printing.

DATE TRANSFER
From this point, the complete
process is CO2 neutralised,
if you wish.
(see pages 11–12)

Logistic data
Customer attributes
Version information

This is where your one-to-one solutions start

Print data

to the Mediagate. You manage
upload and workflow yourself – in your
owntime and not dependent on location.

to your order manager,
so that you can take care
of other things.

MEDIAGATE

Off to the
printers

Sheet
offset

Rotary
offset

Digital
printing

HYBRID SOLUTIONS
for one-to-one projects

Finishing
Processing (adhesive binders, saddle stitching)
Extras (gimmicks, product samples, etc.)
Lettershop

eversfrank.com

Warehousing /
Logistics
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COMPETITIVE EDGE #1: Automation makes your life easier.

HOW YOUR
COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGES
ARISE.
The stages of your project at
Eversfrank – starting from the conceptional advice, via the technical
implementation through to the
logistics. Including format optimisations, CO2 compensation and
other success boosters.

MEDIAGATE

In principle, a DIY platform for
complex print products for you
to optimally and simply organise
your team and your order

ganisation on your part. Independently

diately visible. Any discrepancies can

of this, purchasing, marketing or ad

therefore be directly edited with no great

scheduling upload other data in par-

organisational effort. The result is a lot

allel – language versions, distribution lists,

of time and effort saving, let alone of

logistic data, ad reservations, etc.: The

unnecessary costs – whereby the effect

system not only automatically performs

is greater the more complex your print

a plausibility check as to the print run.

production is.

It also checks whether, for example, in
association with a black-plate change in

By the way, this is also true for magazines,

And this is how it works:

the language versions the texts (in black)

catalogues, brochures, supplements,

Your graphic uploads the print data,

match the other colour separations.

leaflets, mailings and everything else
in between.

the data is immediately automatically
checked and you receive any error mes-

In short: Mediagate connects your team,

sages immediately so that the graphic

your suppliers and their data with the

can make changes with no further or-

print versions such that the result is immeMAKING IT HAPPEN
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For most people it‘s only a few centimetres of paper.
For you it‘s a success factor.

Logical indeed:
When you use less paper in
printing, you also have lower
costs, which, in turn, results in
less greenhouse-gas emissions.
And thus reduces the costs for
their compensation.
This, however, only works
if you have the technology required – i.e. the right machine
for every format.
And thus work with smaller
formats without the readers
noticing. As we do.
Sometimes, a
few centimetres more or less
make all the difference.

1.7cm
less paper

= 5.7 %
less paper costs

= 2.85 %
less production costs*

*for a 50 % share of paper of the production costs

eversfrank.com
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COMPETITIVE EDGE #2: Format streamlining saves on paper.

NOT RUN-OF-THE-MILL.

YET STILL
ECONOMICAL.

OUR MACHINE CLASSES:
Heatset rotary printing:
7 x 16 pages (vertical)
4-6 printing units (plus coating

unit) section 62 cm
web width up to 96.5 cm
3 x 32 pages (horizontal)
section 89 cm
web width up to 132 cm

A3

A3

1 x 40 pages (horizontal)

29.7 x 42.0 cm

section 89 cm
web width up to 154 cm

A3 Maxi
30.0 x 46.0 cm

2 x 48 pages (vertical)
section 124 cm

A3 Compact

web width up to 146 cm

28.0 x 40.0 cm

1 x 64 pages (vertical)

26.0 x 42.0 cm
26.3 x 44.0 cm

section 124.0 cm

26.3 x 37.0 cm

web width up to 190.5 cm
1 x 64 pages (vertical)
section 109.2 cm
web width up to 190.5 cm
1 x 64 pages (horizontal)
section 87.2 cm
web width up to 264 cm
1 x 80 pages (vertical)

SQUARE

section 115.6 cm
web width up to 206 cm
1 x 80 pages (vertical)
section 124 cm

A4

A4

web width up to 222.5 cm

21.0 x 29.7 cm

Coldset rotary printing

A4 Maxi
23.0 x 30.0 cm

1 x 64 pages (horizontal)
section 102 cm

A4 Compact
20.0 x 28.0 cm

Square

21.0 x 25.0 cm

21.0 x 21.0 cm

18.7 x 26.3 cm
23.0 x 26.3 cm

21.0 x 23.0 cm

Mini Square
14.0 x 14.0 cm

web width 2 x 144 cm
Sheet offset
2 x Speedmaster, 8 printing units
plus 1 coating unit
paper format max. 75 x 105 cm
1 x Speedmaster, 9 printing units
plus 1 coating unit
paper format max. 75 x 105 cm

A5

A5
14.8 x 21.0 cm

A6
10.5 x 14.8 cm

A5 Compact
13.8 x 20.0 cm

A6

1 x Speedmaster, 5 printing units
plus 2 coating units
paper format max. 75 x 105 cm
Digital printing
2 x Rotary digital printer

(toner based)
web width up to 51.2 cm

MAKING IT HAPPEN
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MORE
RESPONSE.
LESS
WASTAGE.
In the multi-media age with its maximum information overload, there
exists in principle only one way to
reach consumers: Relevance.
To be at the right place at the right
time with the right message.
But: consumers get their information
everywhere – ergo you also have to
be everywhere, namely multichannel
communication.

But if you know that 75 % of all online

shoppers* have found their information

Our services at a glance:

in a printed catalogue beforehand,

• Consulting

then the print medium is the perfect

• Publishing solutions

navigator for the web and an immen-

• Workflow solutions

sely important sales channel.

• Text and image personalisation

The question, though, is how to achieve

• Geomarketing

relevance without wastage.

• Combination of high-volume
rotary offset- and digital printing

Very simple. All the information for a per-

(hybrid printing)

fect personalisation is available in your

• Personalisation in rotary offset

customer data. Sex, address, buying

• Networking of customer, market

behaviour, interests. Filtering these and –

research and geo-data

as appropriate – linking them to various

• Lettershop

data sources and instruments, such as

• Print-to-web solutions:

geomarketing and „Limbic ® Types“ , is

from QR codes to augmented

the basis of variable data printing.

reality
• Web-to-print solutions

Which means exactly that – we indivi-

• Performance marketing models

dualise your print product completely:
Text. Image. Products. Colours. Through
to the bonus programme. A 100,000
times in print run no. 1.
For more response. And more turnover.

The benefits to you in detail:
• low wastage through
minimised print runs – also
including regional versions
• lower costs (paper, postage)
• more impulse to buy and higher

More information?

www.eversfrank.com/one-to-one

order values
• better response rates –
thanks to relevance
• customer reactivation and loyalty

*source: bvh

eversfrank.com
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COMPETITIVE EDGE #3: Response through personalisation.

DIGITAL PRINTING.
OR EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE.
1. PERSONALISATION

2. COLOUR VARIANTS

3. TEXT MODULES
Dear Reader,
Here is your personal dummy text.
Perostio odo od dolobor ercilis accum
diamet ero aliquisim quismolesto dolor

Your corporate colour.

accum nulputate ero veril ing erciduis

Your favourite colour.

nonullan henis num ver alit, si tate molor

Any colour at all.

iurem euis am ero dolore vullOsto er alisci blandit dolorem adit loborper autem
at ing eummy non ero dolorem vel ilit
iuscilit velit dolorper ad eugait ulluptat.
Ut wis ad te facilla faccum.

4. PRODUCT

5. PRODUCT VARIANTS

6.6.REGIONALISIERUNG
REGIONALISATION

We can, of course,
also do it in green.

And in an ecofriendly manner too.
eversfrank.com

Individualisation also in photo motifs.

7. SERVICE VARIANTS

8. INDIVIDUAL EDITORIAL

9. BONUS PROGRAMMES

NOW

Dear Reader,
Gerhard Märtterer and Joachim
Glowalla look forward to telling you
all about the Eversfrank Group‘s

50 %

PER
E
LI S
NA
O
S
W:
NO

Simply completely
coordinate the bonus
programme to the
needs of your end
customer.

one-to-one marketing services
over a cup of coffee
Never again
waste potential!
Become faster, simpler, more successful.

off all

strawberries!

www.eversfrank.com/one-to-one

MAKING IT HAPPEN
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GREEN
PRINTING.
AS EASY
AS PIE.
We are keen to see you implement your CSR strategies without
any problems at all. This is why it
is not only our ecological services
that are modularly structured.
We also have a basic standard
that goes way beyond normal
business practices. For example,
100 % eco-power is included in
all of our productions.
More information on this at:
www.eversfrank.com/umwelt

FSC ®*
We are multisite FSC
certified and offer corresponding print products.
PEFC ™*
All of our locations
are also certified for this
independent label.

Paper
certification
module

for all
locations

Ink
module

CERTIFICATES

Mineral oil-free inks
We principally use mineral
oil-free inks in sheet-fed
printing. While for rotary
offset printing, from
1st January 2016 only inks
without aromatic hydrocarbons will be used

eversfrank.com
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COMPETITIVE EDGE #4: Commitment to the environment made easy.

EU-Ecolabel*
We are among the first to be
granted permission to use this
demanding label in the EU.
Blue Angel*
We have fulfilled the criteria of
this environmental label (UZ14, UZ72.

UZ195 from 1.1.16) for a long time.
Nordic Swan*

Variable
modules

An ambitious Scandinavian
our own
paper recycling
company,
Back-to-use concept
with Steinbeis
Paper Co.

EMAS,
ISO 50001,
ISO 14001

Waste prevention
Certifications

eco-label that assesses the life
cycle of the product. We are
permitted to use it.

Product
certification
module
for all
locations

CO2 footprints

100 % eco-power

Our
standards

Climate
neutralisation
module

Our own afforestation projects
CO2 neutralisation in SchleswigHolstein is directly possible with
Evers-ReForest.
International climate
protection projects
With First Climate (amongst others) ,
we purchase CO2 compensation
certificates.
MAKING IT HAPPEN
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THANK
YOU.
The fact that we have received (and
continue to receive) many awards
over the years is great. And makes
us just a little bit proud – of our employees, colleagues and customers.
After all, these are the persons who
have really deserved these awards,
because they made them possible.
Thank you to you all.

• Print and media awards
2015, for the „Drucktikant“ in the
area of „Customer & Sales Team of

the Year“
2014 for „Value Creation through

Value Appreciation“ , an inclusion
project by persons with disabilities
2011 for the „Environmentally Aware

Company of the Year“ with EversReForest
2011 for the lifework of Karsten Evers
2009 for Eversfrank Meldorf in the
category „Environmentally Aware

Company of the Year“
• gregor-international calendar
award 2015 for the „Traumkalender-

buch“ , a Pro Bono project for the
Mensch Foundation in the category

„Innovative Concept“
• Membership in the Klimaschutz-

EMAS AWARDS 2011
Nominee

Unternehmen e.V. (climate protec-

tion company) network: In 2012,
Eversfrank Meldorf becomes the

Praising superior
environmental
performance

19th member of the Excellence
Initiative set up by the BMUB, BMWi
and DIHK.
• Print Stars 2012, Finalist in the

„Green Printing“ Special Award for
the illustrated book „Waldraum“

(Woodland)
• 2011 European EMAS award
Eversfrank Meldorf nominated as
German winner in the category
„Great Companies“
• 2010 Environmental Prize of
the Northern German Industry for
Eversfrank Meldorf

eversfrank.com

Studien- und Fördergesellschaft
der Schleswig-Holsteinischen
Wirtschaft e.V.
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CONTACT
Eversfrank Alzey
Rudolf-Diesel-Str. 4 · 55219 Alzey
Tel. +49 6731 481-0
Eversfrank Berlin
Ballinstr. 15 · 12359 Berlin
Tel. +49 30 63 957-0
Eversfrank Meldorf
Ernst-Günter-Albers-Str. · 25704 Meldorf
Tel. +49 4832 608-0
Eversfrank Neumünster
Gadelander Str. 77 · 24539 Neumünster
Tel. +49 4321 875-0
Eversfrank Preetz
Industriestr. 20 · 24205 Preetz
Tel. +49 4342 765-0
www.eversfrank.com
info@eversfrank.com
CERTIFICATES
EMAS, DIN EN ISO 14001, DIN EN ISO
50001, Blue Angel, EU-Ecolabel,
Nordic Swan, FSC, PEFC

IMPRINT

Concept and implementation:

Printed using 100% eco-power, on 100% recycled

Barbara Kohlhas (Text) · Babette Lichtenford

Circle Offset Premium White quality paper from

(Art Direction and Illustration) · www.ko-ma.org

IGEPA. The unavoidable remaining CO2 emissions

Photography: Gunnar Zink (p. 3)

have been compensated for by the afforestation of

Translation: Natural language solutions GmbH

mixed deciduous forests in Schleswig-Holstein.

Overall production:

www.evers-reforest.com

Eversfrank Gruppe · www.eversfrank.com

MAKING IT HAPPEN

Eversfrank Gruppe
Evers & Evers GmbH & Co KG | Ernst-Günter-Albers-Straße | 25704 Meldorf
Tel. +49 4832 608-0 | Fax +49 4832 608-300 | info@eversfrank.com
www.eversfrank.com

